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The Overseas Trade of London Exchequer Customs Accounts 1480-1, ed. H. S. Cobb, London Record Society 27 (London, 1990). Prints an English translation of the controller’s petty customs account for 29 September 1480 to 28 September 1481. Petty customs was a national tax on the value of imports and exports (except for wine, wool, and hides) by alien merchants and cloth exports by alien and denizen merchants. The controller was a royal official appointed to check the accounts of the actual collectors (whose account does not survive for this year). London Record Society. The Overseas Trade of London: Exchequer Customs Accounts, 1480-1. Petty customs accounts of imports to and exports from the port of London by alien and denizen merchants. Records vessels and masters and details of cargo, from documents held by The National Archives. London Record Society. Originally published by London Record Society, London, 1990. The Overseas Trade of London Exchequer Customs Accounts 1480-1 Corporation of London Records Office. Jan 1990. H S Cobb. Cobb, H.S., 1990. The Overseas Trade of London Exchequer Customs Accounts 1480-1. London Record Society 27, London. In this paper a short extract from the Latin/English Petty Customs Account Roll, Port of London, 1481, is analysed. This account roll details commodities brought to the Port of London by Hanseatic and non-Hanseatic merchants. It contains words of Latin, Anglo-Norman, Low German and English etymology, with Latin occurring in all parts of speech, and the other languages restricted to nouns and adjectives only.